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CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS PROFILE 

 

University Town Convenience/Variety Store for Sale 
Client #: I-N1575 

 
Summary: 
This is a university town convenience/variety store for sale. It is located in a bustling strip mall adjacent to a major 
university’s campus. It has served the students, university, and community for over 30 years. The owner describes 
it as, “a store for students.” It is a university institution that has seen generations of students, most recently being 
the children of the first customers to shop at the store.  
 
This convenience/variety store for sale has an outstanding reputation. It is known as a social and economic hub 
that draws in customers, which in turn, benefits the surrounding businesses. Located within easy walking distance 
from campus, it has something for everyone: university logoed clothing, snacks and soft drinks, cards, novelty gifts, 
school supplies and more. It carries thousands of items-just about anything a student could want or need.  
 
This university convenience/variety store for sale has grown primarily through word of mouth due to an excellent 
brand and through promotion. The Seller has strategically used a loss leader to drive traffic into the store. This 
item is so popular that it has become part of the campus experience. The Seller also understands how to reach 
the target market and effectively uses social media (Facebook, Twitter), blogs, and advertising. Under new 
owner/operator management it could show even more profitability and growth with additional advertising and 
campus promotions. 
 
Location: Indiana 
 
Reason for the Sale: The Seller is retiring 
 
Asking Price: $295,000     
Inventory estimated at $80,000 is not included in the sale. The Seller will consider financing a portion of the sale 
with a substantial down payment. 
 
Financial Information: 
2015 Sales = $   999,689 and *Adjusted Cash Flow = $116,363  

2014 Sales = $1,094,703 and *Adjusted Cash Flow = $91,256  
*Cash Flow = net income + depreciation + amortization + interest + officer’s direct & indirect compensation + non-recurring expenses 
 

 
Lease Information:  
The facility is approximately 2,500 square feet with rent of $6,023 including CAM charges. The lease expires July 
31, 2018. There is one option to renew for 5 years.  
 
Equipment Information:  
The equipment is in good condition. A detailed list of assets to be included in the sale is available upon request. 
 
Employee Information: 
There is 1 full-time employee and 10 part-time employees. It is not anticipated that there will be any employee 
turnover as a result of the sale. 
 
Training & Transition Information: 
To ensure a smooth and seamless transition, the Seller is willing to train and transition the Purchaser for a 
mutually agreeable time period immediately following closing. 

  




